POS SYSTEMS

Quick Service POS
For quick service restaurants, the ability to quickly and efficiently process
customer orders is critical to success. Whether a customer is in line or at
the drive thru, quick service restaurants require a POS system that can get
customers in and out without having to wait in long lines, repeat orders more
than once or receive an incorrect order. Customers often decide if service was
poor or up-to-par by how quickly they got in and out of the restaurant — so
speed and efficiency are essential.
Designed for the quick service industry, the Focus POS system allows
restaurants to monitor and reduce service times. Conversational ordering and
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order confirmation capabilities speed up service by allowing both existing
employees and new hires to engage in quick, easy conversations with
customers to ensure their orders are completed correctly.
Easily manage multiple revenue centers — the counter and the drive-thru
window — on any screen in the store so that both lines are kept moving. Send
orders from the POS system to the kitchen printers or kitchen display systems
to streamline food production. Keep an eye on your business by running realtime reports to monitor cash shortages, inventory shrinkage, comps and voids.
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Quickly enter and pay out orders with
our intuitive touch screen interface

Quickly and easily help customers
with conversational ordering

Easily apply coupons, discounts and
promotions with suggestive selling

Improve order accuracy and
eliminate voids with customer
order confirmation

Keep lines moving with secure
payment processing

Additional
Features
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Streamline production lines
with order management
and load balancing

Easily generate a variety of
detailed business reports

Speed up production in the kitchen
with “on the fly” and “one behind”
displays

Receive reports by email or text
message at specified times or
intervals

Summarize items across multiple
tickets with bin and summary
reviews

Online ordering integration

Automatic price changes

One behind ordering

Fingerprint recognition

Paid ins and paid outs

Drive thru check recall

Countdown items

Order review functionality

Blind checkouts

Out of stock items

Delay print options

Security camera interface
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